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Key Points
• The Surprise Question can be successfully integrated into the electronic health record for routine collection
to aid in clinical practice.
• A low response rate indicates additional implementation efforts are needed to encourage integration of the
Surprise Question into clinical practice.
• Assessment of reasons for nonuptake highlighted improving technical implementation and providing additional decision making support.
Abstract
Background The Surprise Question (SQ; “Would you be surprised if this patient died in the next 12 months?”) is
a validated prognostication tool for mortality and hospitalization among patients with advanced CKD. Barriers
in clinical workﬂows have slowed SQ implementation in practice.
Objectives The aims of this study were: (1) to evaluate implementation outcomes after the use of electronic
health record (EHR) decision support to automate the collection of the SQ; and (2) to assess the prognostic utility
of the SQ for mortality and hospitalization/emergency room (ER) visits.
Methods We developed and implemented a best practice alert (BPA) in the EHR to identify nephrology
outpatients $60 years of age with an eGFR ,30 ml/min per 1.73 m2. At appointment, the BPA prompted the
physician to answer the SQ. We assessed the rate and timeliness of provider responses. We conducted a post-hoc
open-ended survey to assess physician perceptions of SQ implementation. We assessed the SQ’s prognostic
utility in survival and time-to-hospital encounter (hospitalization/ER visit) analyses.
Results Among 510 patients for whom the BPA triggered, 95 (19%) had the SQ completed by 16 physicians.
Among those completed, nearly all (98%) were on appointment day, and 61 (64%) the ﬁrst time the BPA ﬁred.
Providers answered “no” for 27 (28%) and “yes” for 68 (72%) patients. By 12 months, six (22%) “no” patients
died; three (4%) “yes” patients died (hazard ratio [HR] 2.86, ref: yes, 95% CI, 1.06 to 7.69). About 35% of “no”
patients and 32% of “yes” patients had a hospital encounter by 12 months (HR, 1.85, ref: yes, 95% CI, 0.93 to
3.69). Physicians noted (1) they had goals-of-care conversations unprompted; (2) EHR-based interventions alone
for goals-of-care are ineffective; and (3) more robust engagement is necessary.
Conclusions We successfully integrated the SQ into the EHR to aid in clinical practice. Additional
implementation efforts are needed to encourage further integration of the SQ in clinical practice.
KIDNEY360 2: 966–973, 2021. doi: https://doi.org/10.34067/KID.0007062020

Introduction
Nearly half of older adults in the United States have
CKD, and prevalence is rising because people are living longer with the disease (1,2). Further, people with
CKD have high rates of comorbidity and frailty,
which may predispose them to the burdens of

treatments such as dialysis, including loss of function,
high rates of hospitalization, and increased mortality
(2,3). Recognizing patients who may experience these
adverse outcomes can prompt earlier goals-of-care
conversations and treatment decisions that align with
patient goals, values, and priorities (4–6). Identifying
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such patients can be particularly difﬁcult for clinicians,
such as nephrologists, who deliver longitudinal care for patients with chronic disease and may not notice deterioration over time (7). Therefore, prognostic tools are necessary
for delivering goal-concordant care among those with latestage CKD (8,9).
Many patients feel they were not given a choice before
initiating dialysis (10). Yet for many of these patients, their
values and preferences may align with conservative
management that focuses on quality of life and symptom
management (11). Barriers remain to the discussion of conservative management, including reluctance to discuss the
end of life, time constraints, and poor care coordination
(12). Despite its limitations in prediction, the Surprise Question (SQ) is a simple way to prompt timelier goals of care
discussions, including advance care planning (13,14,
15,16–18). Easy-to-use tools that prompt advance care planning have utility in nephrology settings in which physicians
routinely cite a lack of time and competing priorities as reasons for not having goals-of-care discussions (19). Interventions that promote goals-of-care discussions may help patients match their values and preferences to treatment
decisions, including whether to initiate dialysis or manage
their kidney disease conservatively (20,21).
Investigators, including from our group, have shown the
SQ (“Would you be surprised if this patient died in the next
12 months?”) is a validated prognostication tool for mortality and hospitalization among patients with advanced CKD
(13,14,15,22,23,24). It can also be a useful screen for identifying frailty and disability in the older patients with CKD
(14). Integration of SQ in the electronic health record (EHR)
in the inpatient setting for other disease states has shown to
be highly feasible, acceptable, and facilitate advance care
planning discussions (16). This single question is likely to
be more acceptable and less burdensome to clinicians than
other real-time prognostic calculators that require manual
tabulation or structured clinical data. The SQ is one step on
a path to providing treatments to people living with CKD
that are consistent with their goals.
To enhance clinical utilization of the SQ, the next logistic
step is to integrate it into the outpatient clinical workﬂow of
nephrologists, and determine its feasibility and acceptability.
We used EHR informatics techniques to integrate the SQ into
outpatient assessment during nephrology clinic visits with
two objectives: (1) to evaluate implementation outcomes after
use of EHR decision support to automate collection of the
SQ, and (2) to assess the prognostic utility of the SQ for mortality and hospitalization/emergency room (ER) visits.

Materials and Methods

Study Setting and Participants
We conducted a prospective single-center study from September 2016 to October 2017 among adults $60 years of age
with advanced, nondialysis-dependent CKD (stages 4–5), and
a mean eGFR ,30 ml/min per 1.73 m2 .90 days apart, before an outpatient follow-up nephrology clinic appointment.
Outpatient nephrology physicians (attendings and fellows)
in one outpatient nephrology clinic afﬁliated with an academic medical center were educated about the EHR best-practice
alert (BPA) and corresponding completion of the SQ via a
link to a REDCap database. We used a REDCap database for
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data entry due to Institutional Review Board (IRB) concerns
that the sensitive prognostic information for research purposes may otherwise be available to patients on heath record
request. Physicians provided written informed consent; patients were exempt from consent. All study procedures were
approved by either the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Quality Review Committee (open-ended survey) or the
University of Pittsburgh IRB (all other study procedures).
Automated Patient Identification
We built and integrated a structured algorithm into the
EHR to identify eligible patients. The algorithm was on the
basis of International Classiﬁcation of Diseases, Ninth Revision diagnosis codes for CKD or two eGFR values ,30 ml/
min per 1.73 m2 more than 90 days apart. It excluded
patients with AKI or kidney transplant diagnosis codes.
During the ofﬁce visit, an active or “pop-up” BPA was triggered once per patient appointment, per assigned physician (i.e., attending and fellow), with a message to the
patient’s nephrologist, prompting the physician to click a
link out to a deidentiﬁed REDCap form where they were
asked, “Would you be surprised if this patient died in the
next 12 months?” and yes/no response. This BPA was only
triggered for patients with a follow-up visit, and not for
new patients, to ensure physicians had an established relationship and understanding of the patient’s condition before
answering the SQ. The BPA was discrete and could ﬁre before or while the provider was with the patient. Physicians
self-reported completion via a checkbox on the BPA in the
EHR, upon which time prompts ceased; that is, physicians
could check this box to cease prompts without actually completing the SQ in REDCap. To streamline responses and
workﬂow, if the fellow completed the SQ, the attending did
not get the trigger. If the physician did not indicate completing of the SQ via the BPA checkbox, the BPA would continue to ﬁre at each subsequent appointment for that patient
until the physician indicated otherwise.
Evaluation of Implementation
To evaluate implementation, we assessed the accuracy of
the EHR algorithm to identify eligible patients, rate, and
timeliness of BPA completion. We assessed provider characteristics among those who completed the BPA: age, sex,
race, Hispanic/Latinx ethnicity, attending versus fellow,
years since fellowship, US medical school location (binary),
percent clinical effort, and number of weekly half-day clinics. Physicians provided demographic and clinical practice
characteristics for themselves. We were unable to assess clinician characteristics of noncompleters. Patient demographic
and clinical characteristics were obtained from EHR data.
To assess implementation process measures and outcomes, we present time from BPA trigger to completion
(including percent complete on the same day as the trigger), number of patients for whom the BPA ﬁred, ﬁres per
patient, and the same variables stratiﬁed for only those
who had the SQ completed. We also report the number of
REDCap forms completed among all triggers.
Variables for Assessment of Prognostic Utility
Physicians provided their own demographic and clinical
practice characteristics. Patient data were obtained from the
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University of Pittsburgh clinical data warehouse. Patient sociodemographic and clinical characteristics were abstracted
from structured EHR data. Laboratory values represent the
value nearest the patient’s appointment from 12 months before the clinic appointment to 1 month after. We assessed the
SQ’s predictive ability using survival and time-to-hospital
encounter (hospitalization/ER visit) analyses for a follow-up
period until January 31, 2020. Survival data were also crosschecked with obituaries until April 1, 2020.
Physician Perspective Survey
To provide additional post-hoc insight into acceptability,
perceived usefulness, and reasons for nonuptake, we conducted a brief open-ended survey of physicians who either
participated or did not participate in the initial implementation. Questions included feedback about patient communication (i.e., decision making, advance care planning,
barriers to communication) and the implementation of the
SQ in this project, speciﬁcally (Supplemental Appendix).
An investigator (N.C.E.) with extensive experience conducting qualitative research identiﬁed patterns in the brief
responses and reported areas participants highlighted for
improvement of SQ uptake; responses and results were assessed and validated for consistency by two other investigators (M.J. and K.A.K.) (25,26).
Statistical Analyses
Categorical and continuous variables were presented using frequencies with percentages and means with SDs (or
medians with interquartile range for skewed distributions),
respectively. Patient characteristics between those whose
providers answered “yes” and “no” were compared using
a t test and chi-squared or Fisher’s exact test depending on
the variable type.
Time to mortality was calculated from the ﬁrst time the
BPA ﬁred. Observations were censored by March 31, 2020
if no death record was found. Kaplan-Meier curves for
mortality were examined by SQ response groups. Unadjusted and adjusted Cox models were used to test whether
SQ response was associated with mortality. Because of the
limited size of the SQ “no” group (n527), covariates were
adjusted for one at a time. Covariate-adjusted models included age, sex, mean eGFR, mean albumin, Charlson Comorbidity Index, or number of hospitalizations in the prior
year. These were selected on the basis of clinical rather
than statistical reasons.
Similar to mortality, time to ﬁrst hospitalization or ER
utilization was calculated. To account for death as a competing event, cumulative incidence curves by SQ response
groups were examined. Unadjusted and adjusted causespeciﬁc Cox proportional hazards models were ﬁtted with
the SQ response as primary covariate, adjusting for one additional covariate as performed in the mortality analysis.
All statistical analyses were carried out in R (version
3.6.1) (27–30).

Results

Participants
Patients were 74.7 years old on average (SD 8.4), about
half were female (n550, 53%), and 31% were Black (n529),

consistent with the clinic’s patient population. Patients had
a mean Charlson Comorbidity Index of 5.7 (SD 2.9), indicating moderate-high comorbidity burden (31) (Table 1) .
Physicians were a mean 40 years of age (SD 10); 40% female; 27% Asian Indian and 23% Asian; 60% attending
physicians, a mean 12 years out of fellowship (40% of
physicians were fellows); and had a mean 70% (SD 30) clinical effo A () Q8rt (Table 2).
Implementation
Among 510 unique patients for whom the BPA triggered,
95 had the SQ completed (19%) by 16 unique providers; the
physician identiﬁcation ﬁeld was missing for six observations. Among those patients with completed SQ, nearly all
providers (98%) completed the SQ on the clinic appointment day, and 61 (64%) the ﬁrst time the BPA ﬁred (Table
3). On reviewing the patients manually, 69 patients (14%)
had an eGFR .30 ml/min per 1.73 m2 proximal to their
clinic visit. Physicians completed the SQ for more patients
for whom their answer was “yes” than those for whom the
answer was “no.”
Physician Perceptions
In total, 14 physicians completed the post-hoc open-ended
survey, highlighting the perceived effectiveness and reasons for nonuptake; half (n57) recalled completing the SQ.
Of those who completed the SQ, most generally found it
low burden and effective in improving communication.
Qualitatively, physicians cited (1) barriers to goals-ofcare and advance care planning discussions, (2) facilitators
thereof, (3) beneﬁts of the SQ, and (4) critiques and recommendations for improving the SQ, each of which is detailed
below (Supplemental Appendix, Supplemental Table 1).
Barriers to Goals-of-Care and Advance Care Planning
Discussions. The most recurring barrier cited by physicians was time and time tradeoffs in short clinic visits:
“Time consuming and not feasible within the time allotted
to patients in clinic and during busy hospital service.”
Physicians also cited that “all [goals-of-care] discussions
are hard,” and that it is a “challenging topic to talk about
considering gravity of outcomes.” Patient and family factors were added barriers according to physicians, including
readiness (“Sometimes the patients are just not ready, so
you have to slowly approach the topic over several visits”)
and understanding (“Ensuring that the patient has an adequate understanding about conservative kidney care versus
dialysis—this requires multiple visits and conversations”).
Clinicians also noted the importance of systems-level factors, including difﬁculties communicating within and between EHRs, and timely access to specialty palliative
care services.
Facilitators of Goals-of-Care and Advance Care
Planning Discussions. Physicians emphasized that a longitudinal relationship with a patient is a facilitator of discussions: “Those with the best relationship, especially a
long-term trusting relationship are best to do this.” Physicians felt that multidisciplinary teams, generally led by
nephrologists, facilitated comprehensive goals-of-care discussions: “There should be an integrated approach to modality, transplant, and/or conservative therapy involving
the nephrologist, an educator, and, when appropriate, a
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Patient characteristics, stratiﬁed by clinician’s binary Surprise Question response

Characteristic, n (%) Unless Otherwise Noted

Total Completed REDCap
(n595)

SQ “Yes”
(n568)

SQ “No”
(n527)

74.7 (8.4)
50.0 (53%)

72.1 (7.0)
41.0 (60%)

81.1 (8.3)
9.0 (33%)

64.0 (67)
29.0 (31)

44.0 (65)
23.0 (34)

20.0 (74)
6.0 (22)

48.0 (51)
14.0 (15)
14.0 (15)
18.0 (19)
5.7 (2.9)
86.0 (91)
40.0 (42)
74.0 (78)
67.0 (71)
34.0 (36)

31.0 (46)
12.0 (18)
10.0 (15)
14.0 (21)
5.6 (3.0)
63.0 (93)
32.0 (47)
54.0 (79)
47.0 (69)
22.0 (32)

17.0 (63)
2.0 (7)
4.0 (15)
4.0 (15)
6.1 (2.7)
23.0 (85)
8.0 (30)
19.0 (70)
20.0 (74)
12.0 (44)

19.5 (7.4)
2.7 (0.8)
3.8 (0.5)
11.1 (1.6)
33.0 (35)
62.0 (65)
21.0 (22)
12.0 (13)

20.7 (7.5)
2.5 (0.8)
3.8 (0.4)
11.4 (1.7)
18.0 (27)
50.0 (74)
13.0 (19)
5.0 (7)

16.3 (6.2)
3.0 (1.0)
3.6 (0.5)
10.4 (1.2)
15.0 (56)
12.0 (44)
8.0 (30)
7.0 (26)

Age, mean (SD)
Female
Race
White
Black
Marital status
Married
Divorced/separated
Widow/widower
Single
Charlson comorbidity index, mean (SD)
Hypertension
Diabetes
Dyslipidemia
Coronary artery disease
Congestive heart failure
Laboratory tests, mean (SD)
eGFR (ml/min per 1.73 m2)
Serum creatinine (mg/dl)
Serum albumin (g/dl)
Hemoglobin (g/dl)
Hospitalization prior 1 yr
0 visit
1 visit
21 visits

P Value
,0.001
0.032
0.329

0.556

palliative physician. [It] ideally starts with the nephrologist
and then gets directed appropriately.” Patient education
was also identiﬁed by physicians, including attention to the

Table 2. Clinician characteristics among those who completed
the Surprise Question
Provider Characteristics, n (%)
Unless Otherwise Noted

Total
(N530)

Age, mean (SD)
Female
Race
American Indian/Alaska
Native
Asian Indian: Bangladesh,
India, Pakistan
Asian: Chinese, Cambodian,
Filipino, Japanese, Korean,
Laotian, Thai, Vietnamese
White
Other
Hispanic/Latinx ethnicity
Attending (versus fellow)
Yr since fellowship (among
attendings), mean (SD)
US medical school location
Percent clinical effort, mean
(SD)
Weekly half-d clinics
#1
$1.5

40 (10)
12 (40)
1 (3)
8 (27)
7 (23)

10 (33)
4 (13)
3 (10)
18 (60)
12 (10)
15 (50)
70 (30)

12 (40)
18 (60)

0.449
0.268
0.186
0.501
0.819
0.383
0.004
0.032
0.023
0.001
0.013

delivery mechanism, such as “renal care educators and social workers,” “nurse education that’s integrated in our
care ﬂow,” and “printed materials easily accessible by a
link.” From a system-level perspective, clinicians noted potential facilitation in telemedicine and designating speciﬁc
clinic time to goals-of-care discussion.
Benefits of the SQ. Physicians stated the SQ prompted
them to have discussions, provided systematic identiﬁcation of patients who were high risk, and reminded them of
the big picture (providing a “reality check”), all while it
“took minimal time as [it was] built into the system.”
Critiques and Recommendations for Improving the
SQ. Those physicians who did not ﬁnd it effective cited
(1) they already had such conversations unprompted; (2)
EHR-based interventions do not affect care and take additional time; and (3) that even more robust engagement is
often necessary, including referral to palliative care. One respondent noted the role of their own judgement and competing limitations, including time, “Seeing this question
doesn’t change the fact that I may not feel it’s the appropriate time to discuss end-of-life care wishes with the patient.
Also, it does not change the fact that there may not be time
to discuss it with the patient at that visit.”
Participants provided suggestions for improving implementation of the SQ, including having the pop-up when
the note is started (before the visit starts), incorporating a
next step or suggestion when the SQ is answered “no,” not
making the SQ mandatory, pairing it with printed material
or education to support decision making, and utilizing advanced practice providers.
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Strata: Surprise Question

SUR=No

per 1.73 m2; P50.004), higher serum creatinine (3.0 versus
2.5 mg/dl; P50.03), lower serum albumin (3.6
versus 3.8 g/dl; P50.02), and lower hemoglobin (10.4
versus 11.4 g/dl; P50.001). Patients who received a “no”
response had more hospitalizations in the prior year ($1
hospitalization: 56% versus 27% among those with “yes”
responses; P50.01) (Table 1 and Table 4).
By 12 months, six (22%) patients with “no” responses died;
three (4%) patients with “yes” responses died (age-adjusted
hazard ratio, 0.35, 95% conﬁdence interval, 0.13 to 0.94)
(Figure 1, Table 3).
About 40% of “no” patients and 25% of patients with
“yes” responses had a hospital encounter by 12 months
(adjusted hazard ratio, 1.85; 95% conﬁdence interval, 0.93
to 3.69) (Figure 2).

SUR=Yes

Survival probability

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25

p < 0.0001

Strata: Surprise Question

0.00
0

SUR=No
SUR=Yes

12
24
36
months after Surprise Question assessed

Number at risk
27
21
68
65
0
12

17
63
24

13
34
36

months after Surprise Question assessed

Discussion
Figure 1. | Kaplan-Meier survival curve estimates by Surprise
Question response. SUR, survive.

Cumulative incidences of first hospitalization or ED utilization visit

Prognostic Utility
Providers answered “no” for 27 (28%) and “yes” for 68
(72%) patients. Compared with “yes” responses, patients
with “no” responses were older (81.1 versus 72.1 years,
P,0.001) on average, and less likely to be female (33% versus 60%). There were no statistically signiﬁcant differences
by race. With respect to laboratory values, compared
with patients with “yes” responses, patients with “no”
responses had lower eGFR (16.3 versus 20.7 ml/min

We successfully integrated the SQ into the EHR for routine collection to aid in clinical practice. Our low (,20%)
response rate indicates additional implementation efforts
are needed to encourage further integration of the SQ in
clinical practice patterns. Post-hoc assessment of reasons for
nonuptake provided insights for next steps, including additional barriers and suggestions for improving technical
implementation in the EHR, and facilitating additional decision making support.
Although the SQ has been shown to be effective in
identifying patients appropriate for advance care planning conversations in CKD, automated implementation

Cumulative incidence functions
Strata: Surprise Question
SUR=No
SUR=Yes
1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00
12

0

24

36

months after Surprise Question assessed
*Death was treated as a competing event, with 12-month cumulative incidence of 23% and 6%
for the Surprise Question group No and Yes, respectively.
Cumulative incidence
SQ Response

Months after SQ
12

24

36

No

35%

47%

47%

Yes

32%

55%

66%

Figure 2. | Cumulative incidence of hospitalization or emergency room utilization estimates by Surprise Question response. Death was
included in the analysis as a competing event. SQ, Surprise Question.
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Implementation outcomes

Implementation Outcome Mean (SD)
Time from trigger to completion (d)
Completed on same d, n (%)
Patients for whom the BPA ﬁred, n
Fires per patient
Patients for whom BPA ﬁred .13, n (%)
Among those who completed the
Surprise Question
Fires per patient
Patients for whom BPA ﬁred .13, n (%)
REDCap form completion, n (%)

Total
0.8 (5.3)
93 (98)
510
1.8 (1.2)
212 (42)
95
1.7 (1.2)
34 (36)
95 (19)

BPA, best-practice alert.

for research and clinical practice have proved difﬁcult
(13,14). The technical mechanism for this project was motivated by one speciﬁc IRB concern for sharing information with patients: including the SQ directly in the patient’s health record—an explicit question about
prognosis—raised concerns that patients could have adverse reactions if they requested their medical records
and that information was included. Therefore, the EHR
BPA linked to a separate REDCap database where the
question could be answered honestly, assuaging regulatory concern. Separately, knowing BPA fatigue is well
documented, we intentionally built the BPA as a pop-up,
although users reported this feature was inhibitory on
elicitation of barriers to physicians (32). Differential physician completion of the SQ may imply physicians were
less likely to complete the question for patients for whom
they felt the SQ was less applicable; reading the question
may prompt some physicians to quickly assess prognosis,
and triage completion of the REDCap only for those patients for whom they ﬁnd the question applicable, arguably appropriately saving time by not documenting for
patients they perceive to have a longer prognosis.

Table 4.
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In addition to technical suggestions, physicians recommended incorporating a next step and pairing it with
printed material and education to support actionable decision making on a “no” answer to the SQ. Desire for
such facilitation materials is well documented in advance
care planning literature, and this feedback indicates
many providers desired more engagement, rather than
less (33). Even with general clinician acceptability, barriers in clinical workﬂow have slowed basic implementation of the SQ into practice; making the corresponding resources more robust may improve uptake with improved
perceived utility (34). One study of emergency medicine
and inpatient clinicians cited little difﬁculty using the SQ,
although they expressed concern their responses were
not accurate (16).
Limitations
This single-center study produced a sample size too
small to conduct a comprehensive adjustment for confounding, and limits generalizability. However, from an
implementation perspective, this study provides one method for effectively implementing the SQ in the EHR as a
template starting point for other institutions. Although our
center had little clinical turnover during the study period,
physicians received only one brief orientation session to
the project and had voluntary participation. More robust
implementation efforts will be required to improve uptake
by physicians. Low completion rates may also have resulted from the multistep process of leaving the EHR to enter REDCap to answer the question; integration of the SQ
into the EHR itself may reduce clinician burden. To streamline responses to the SQ and minimize duplication, if the
fellow responded to SQ, the attending did not get the trigger; therefore, we were not able to compare responses
among fellows and attendings. We did not assess the falsenegative rate due to limitations in our ability to screen all
clinic patients to determine those who met inclusion criteria but were neglected by the algorithm.

Patient outcomes

Outcome n (%) Unless Otherwise Noted
Death
At 1 yr
At 2 yr
Utilization, time to ﬁrst event, mean (SD)
ED visits
At 1 yra
At 2 yra
Time to ﬁrst, mean (SD)
Hospitalizations
At 1 yra
At 2 yra
Time to ﬁrst, mean (SD)
Total hospital d,
mean (SD) at 2 yr
Total encounter d, mean (SD)

Total Completed REDCap
(n595)

SQ “Yes”
(n568)

SQ “No”
(n527)

P Value

24.0 (25)
9.0 (10)
15.0 (16)

9.0 (13)
3.0 (4)
5.0 (7)

15.0 (56)
6.0 (22)
10.0 (37)

,0.001
0.014
0.001

44.0 (46)
27.0 (28)
44.0 (46)
306.5 (221.2)
45.0 (47)
28.0 (30)
45.0 (47)
280.7 (220.8)
8.6 (16.7)

29.0 (43)
18.0 (27)
29.0 (43)
322.0 (227.0)
31.0 (46)
17.0 (25)
31.0 (46)
315.0 (222.0)
6.6 (11.8)

15.0 (56)
9.0 (33)
15.0 (56)
276.0 (213.0)
14.0 (52)
11.0 (41)
14.0 (52)
206.0 (206.0)
13.7 (24.8)

0.363
0.677
0.363
0.506
0.746
0.205
0.746
0.121
0.163

9.1 (16.8)

7.0 (11.9)

14.3 (24.8)

0.157

aRaw percentages did not account for death as competing event nor censoring. P values were derived from the chi-squared test.
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Future Directions
This study provides insight about implementation considerations for incorporating the SQ into clinical decision
making, including a desire for more robust information
and decision support. From a technical perspective, the SQ
can effectively be incorporated into the EHR, although
special attention must be paid to workﬂow and perceived
utility. Enhancing support surrounding SQ use and implementation may increase attention to the intersection of
prognosis and decision making for clinicians caring for
people living with CKD.
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